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Abstract
Deep learning requires regularization mecha-
nisms to reduce overfitting and improve general-
ization. We address this problem by a new regu-
larization method based on distributional robust
optimization. The key idea is to modify the con-
tribution from each sample for tightening the em-
pirical risk bound. During the stochastic train-
ing, the selection of samples is done according to
their accuracy in such a way that the worst per-
formed samples are the ones that contribute the
most in the optimization. We study different sce-
narios and show the ones where it can make the
convergence faster or increase the accuracy.
1. Introduction
Machine learning algorithms assumed that the samples are
coming iid from p(x, y) and hence they use the samples
equally during training. For example, in deep learning all
the samples enter with the same probability in each of the
mini-batches (Goodfellow et al., 2016). But not all samples
are equally relevant when learning classifiers and regres-
sors. Because some samples might be hard or easy to clas-
sify or they might be under-sampled or over-sampled in the
training set without our knowledge. There are many ways
in which non-uniform sampling can be used to improve
convergence speed or quality by relying on non-uniform
sample. The first example that comes to mind is AdaBoost
(Schapire et al., 1998), which uses different weights for
each training example to build a robust classifier.
More recently there has been proposals to use importance
sampling for training classifiers and regressors to reduce
the variance of their estimates. In a nutshell, the objec-
tive is to increase the number of times a hard-to-learn sam-
ple appears in the mini-batch so the learning algorithm can
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converge faster and then weight their error by the number
of times it has been used. For example in (Borsos et al.,
2018), the authors developed a non-uniform importance
sampling technique to solve an online optimization prob-
lem with bandit feedback. In (Namkoong et al., 2017) the
authors used the data structure to adapt the gradients of
each observation. And (Salehi et al., 2017) try to sample
the datapoints from a non-uniform distribution according
to a multiarmed bandit framework.
In the recent award-winning (Namkoong & Duchi, 2016),
the authors proposed bounds to reduce the variance of clas-
sifiers by relying on non-uniform sampling of the training
set, but they did not compensate for the over-sampling (or
under-sampling) of the training set in their bound. The non-
uniform sampling is a feature that should make the learned
classifier more robust and reduce the variance of its predic-
tion. The results in (Namkoong & Duchi, 2016) are mainly
theoretical and they illustrate their algorithm in an example
with very few training samples and large input dimension
and using a logistic-regression classifier.
In this paper, we embark on an implementation of this al-
gorithm for training deep learning models to understand
if this theoretical result shows significant improvement for
standard deep learning classifiers. We first propose two dif-
ferent alternatives on how to incorporate the non-uniform
sampling within the mini-batches used in deep learning,
leading to different ways in which hard-to-classify exam-
ples are repeated in the mini-batches.
We then compare these algorithms with a standard opti-
mization of neural networks. We have relied on standard
architectures and datasets not to biased our results with new
neural networks or data. We found that there are some
minor improvements in the convergence speed and reduc-
tion of error, but those improvements are not statistically
significant. Also, there is not a consistent setting for the
hyper-parameters for our algorithms that always improves
the baseline. The proposed algorithms does not seems to
hurt either and their computational complexity is negligi-
ble compared to the training of the neural network.
Also, we have noticed that if we do not use dropout
(Srivastava et al., 2014), the improvement from using non-
uniform sampling is significant. The improvements gains
provided by dropout are equivalent to those of using our
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proposed implementation for (Namkoong & Duchi, 2016).
Even though, both methods are thought for reducing the
variance of the learnt models, they achieve comparable re-
sults by the completely different means.
(Csiba & Richta´rik, 2018) proposed a similar application,
unifying importance sampling and minibatching algo-
rithms so to assign some probability distributions to the
samples of a set of minibatches and sample them. They
propose a sampling scheme to improve the converge rates
but, unlike us, they use probabilities to sample more rele-
vant examples.
In a Bayesian setting, non-uniform sampling has been pro-
posed in (Wang et al., 2016). In it, the authors took a prob-
abilistic approach in order to make inference by raising the
likelihood of each data point to a weight. But in this pa-
per the authors assume that the hard-to-learn samples are
outliers that would contaminate the solution of our classi-
fier and the algorithm actually under-samples them. The
goal of sampling in this case is to reduce the outliers and
not to make the classifier more robust to hard-to-classify
examples that are still valid samples.
The rest of the paper is outlines as follows. We review the
main results in (Namkoong & Duchi, 2016) in Section 2
and the proposed algorithms are detailed in Section 3. We
then present extensive empirical results in Section 4. We
conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. Motivation
2.1. Variance-based robust regularization
(Namkoong & Duchi, 2016) proposed an alternative to em-
pirical risk minimization that provides a robust and compu-
tationally efficient solution for small data sets. Particularly,
it is based on tightening the empirical risk bound by adding
a variance term in the form
1
n
n∑
i=1
l(θ, xi) + C
√
2ρ
n
Var
Pˆn
(l (θ,X)
where l is loss function, C is a parameter that depends on l
and the desired confidence guarantee, and Var
Pˆn
the empir-
ical variance.
2.1.1. THE EMPIRICAL RISK EXTENSION
Instead minimizing this regularized risk functional, gener-
ally not-convex, the authors define a robust regularized risk
Rn (θ,Pn) = sup
P∈Pn
{
EP [l (θ,X)] : Dφ(P ||Pˆn) ≤
ρ
n
}
where Dφ is the φ-divergence with φ(t) = 1/2(t − 1)
2.
The robust regularized risk is shown to bo equivalent to
Rn (θ,Pn) = EPˆn [l (θ,X)]+
√
2ρ
n
Var
Pˆn
(l (θ,X))+εn (θ)
(1)
2.1.2. A MORE INTUITIVE FORMULATION
As the authors describe in their work, we can consider the
(1) as a min-max problem, that is, an optimization with
two steps.
• First, the minimization of the weighted risk,
min
θ
1
n
∑n
i=1 pili(θ, xi), where θ are the parameters
to be computed, x is a set of n samples and pi is the
weight associated to each sample, so the samples with
higher contribution to the loss function are the more
valuable in the model.
• Second, the maximization of the robust objective,
max
p
∑n
i=1 pili.
As a constraint, they propose the (2), where ρ is a parameter
to select the confidence level. In the case that pi is equal to
1/n for every sample, the model would correspond to the
empirical risk minimization, that is, all the samples have
the same weight and indeed, the same contribution.
p ∈ Pn =
{
p ∈ Rn+ :
1
2
‖np− 1‖
2
2 ≤ ρ, 〈1, p〉 = 1
}
(2)
They give a number of theoretical guarantees and empir-
ical evidences in order to show the optimal performance
of the estimator with faster rates of converge and the im-
provement of out-of-sample test performance in different
classification problems.
2.2. Application on Deep Learning
Nowadays, deep learning is known as a powerful frame-
work for supervised learning (Goodfellow et al., 2016). It
allows the implementation of neural networks with as many
layers and units as it is desired, providing a more or less
sophisticated function to fit a specific dataset. The descrip-
tion of such algorithms is followed by the specification of a
cost function, an optimization procedure and a model, what
makes the robust objective proposed a direct application in
the step of the risk minimization of this kind of tools.
Moreover, neural networks sometimes require long training
times when the graph architecture is some how complex.
These methods require using all the data before updating
the predictor. As a consequence, a small improvement at
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Algorithm 1 Variance Reducer per Mini-batch (VR-M)
Require: Datasets Dtrain and Dtest.
Ensure: Test accuracy η.
1: Initialize parameters θ, number of epochs E and repe-
tition rate ǫ;
2: for e = 1 . . . E do
3: Divide dataset Dtrain inM mini-batches;
4: form = 1 . . .M do
5: {xm,ym} ← Obtain next mini-batchm;
6: ℓm ← Evaluate cross-entropy in mini-batchm;
7: θ ← Update parameters with stochastic gradient
descent (SGD);
8: {xm+1,ym+1} ← Substitute ǫ ·M samples with
the {xm,ym} of highest ℓm;
9: end for
10: ηe ← Compute test accuracy on Dtest;
11: Shuffle Dtrain;
12: end for
each iteration in the optimization could make huge differ-
ences in the performance at the end.
In spite of the high capacity for the adaptation to com-
plex models that deep neural networks have, they in-
volve an excessive computational complexity that makes
impossible to apply directly the two-step algorithm from
(Namkoong & Duchi, 2016) summarized in Subsection 2.1.
Evaluating gradients two times would imply go over the
entire dataset two times per epoch. We have modified the
algorithm in (Namkoong & Duchi, 2016) so its computa-
tional complexity when training neural networks is negligi-
ble compared to uniform sampling.
We would like to express the contribution of the variance
to the upper bound of the empirical risk as a way of select-
ing more frequently the samples with more variance in the
mini-batches of the neural networks. This is equivalent to,
in the step of computing the gradients, use more times the
worse performed samples. With that choice we would like
to sacrifice the common classes at better performance on
the rare ones.
3. Model description
This section describes the methods to select the samples of
the mini-batch in a deep learning problem based on the idea
described before. We propose four different algorithms.
In the first algorithm, we train the neural network in such
a way that, at each iteration, we repeat a percentage of
the worst performed samples from the previous mini-batch.
This percentage will be a hyper-parameter of the model and
has a similar role as the parameter ρ in (2), since it lets more
samples to have more contribution. We refer to this algo-
Algorithm 2 Variance Reducer per Epoch (VR-E)
Require: Datasets Dtrain and Dtest.
Ensure: Test accuracy η.
1: Initialize parameters θ, number of epochs E and repe-
tition rate ǫ;
2: Initialize D
(1)
train = Dtrain;
3: for e = 1 . . . E do
4: Divide dataset D
(e)
train inM mini-batches;
5: form = 1 . . .M do
6: {xm,ym} ← Obtain next mini-batchm;
7: ℓ
(e)
m ← Evaluate cross-entropy in mini-batchm;
8: θ ← Update parameters with Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD);
9: end for
10: ηe ← Compute test accuracy on Dtest;
11: Shuffle Dtrain;
12: D
(e+1)
train ← Dtrain;
13: D
(e+1)
train ← Substitute ǫ · E samples with {xi, yi} ∈
D
(e)
train of highest ℓ
(e);
14: end for
rithms as Variance Reducer per Mini-batch (VR-M) and it
is described in Algorithm 1.
In the second algorithm, we modify the original training
set for each epoch so that we repeat a percentage of worst
performed samples from the training of the whole previous
epoch. This algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 2 and we
denoted by Variance Reducer per Epoch (VR-E). In this
context, we must differ the connotation of iteration, what
we mean as the step from a mini-batch to the next one, with
respect to a step between two epochs, which includes many
iterations.
While with the VR-M we can repeat a sample almost every
iteration, with the VR-Ewe restrict the number of times that
a sample is repeated in the overall training because we have
much fewer epochs than iterations.
We modify these two algorithms by not including all the
samples but only a subset of them. We apply a sampling
step with a 50% of random data points belonging to the
selection of the top-ranking worst performed ones. This ap-
proach helps the method not to insist always on the same
samples (which could degrade the quality of the system)
and makes the model more robust. That is, if there is a sam-
ple that is misleading the method, we could avoid its per-
manent contribution to the gradients with this solution. In
order to make reference to both scenarios it is used Prob-
abilistic Variance Reducer per Mini-batch (PVR-M) and
Probabilistic Variance Reducer per Epoch (PVR-E) respec-
tively for the first and the second models.
Making more clear the differences between this last ap-
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Figure 1. Histogram with the number of repetitions of the samples
in the cifar-10 dataset with the all-cnn architecture. It is used a
mini-batch of 128 samples and a dropout of 0.5. It is compared the
percentages of 20 and 40 for both the model and the probabilistic
approach.
proach and the basic one, we are exposing an example.
Therefore, if in the first algorithm it is repeated at eachmini-
batch the 40 samples with higher value in the lost function,
with the probabilistic approach it would be repeated 20 ran-
dom samples from these 40 ones.
The 1 shows an histogram with the number of times that a
sample is used in the optimization. We compare the base-
line, that is the original model without repeating any sam-
ple, with the two models and their probabilistic approaches.
In order to have similar scenarios, we use a repetition of
20% of the samples in the basic versions and 40% with the
probabilistic approaches. That is because the latter is re-
sampled half its size so we retain just a quantity of 20% of
repeated samples at the end. Indeed, this idea is appreciated
better in the Variance-Reducer per Epoch, with almost the
same distribution of repeated samples, green and red color
bars in the figure. Moreover, we can observe the idea men-
tioned before, that is, with the probabilistic approach we do
not let the model to repeat a sample too many times, as it
could happen with the model in yellow with a contribution
of almost 3500 times from a set of samples. The baseline
defines the number of iterations of the model, 500, that is
the number of epochs, since a sample contributes one time
per epoch in a original deep learning algorithm.
4. Experiments
4.1. Model
We trained our method in a classification problem through
several scenarios in order to generalize its properties. In
consequence, we studied different datasets and networks
from the literature.
4.1.1. DATASETS
Between all the available datasets, it has been chosen the
benchmarkMNIST, SVHN and CIFAR-10 due to their mul-
tiple appearances in state-of-the-art works. They allow an
easier and faster training of the experiments in comparison
with larger bases as the ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009). For
this reason, the extension of this work in more complex do-
mains will remain as a future task.
The MNIST is composed of 60000 training samples and
10000 test samples of handwritten digits (LeCun et al.,
1998). The images are of size 28x28 pixels in gray scale.
It is the simpler dataset used in this work.
The SVHN consists on 32-by-32 RGB images of house
numbers from Google Street View (Netzer et al., 2011). It
has 73257 digits for training and 26032 digits for testing.
Finally, the CIFAR-10 collects labeled images of 10 classes
(Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009). They are 32x32 color pixels
and a total of 50000 samples for training and 10000 for test.
4.1.2. ARCHITECTURES
As it was mentioned in the section 2.2, we are proving the
behavior of our method in CNNs. For this purpose, we are
studying two different architectures of networks from the
literature adapted to the datasets of section 4.1.1.
The first one is based on the VGG implemented by
(Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015). The motivation of this
choice is the validation of the method in a complex enough
neural network where the improvements are considerably
more cost efficient. The original architecture has been mod-
ified according to the size of our data, resulting in a neu-
ral network of 11 layers. It has three levels, the first one
with two convolutional layers of output 16, the second with
other two of output 32 and the third with four layers of
output 64. All levels are ended with a max-pooling and fi-
nally it is applied three fully connected layers of size 1024,
except the last one, with size the number of classes. This
scheme is resumed in the table 1.
The second one is the network All-CNN-C from
(Springenberg et al., 2014). This particular architecture re-
places the max-pooling choice by convolutional layers with
increased stride as shown in the table 2. In the training of
this scheme, it has been used an adaptive learning rate as in
the original work.
All the experiments have been trained with tensorflow.
4.2. Results
The results shown in this section are trained through 200 or
500 epochs and with different distributions of the train and
test sets, so we can notice one of the advantages of our work
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Table 1. Architecture VGG11b based on the VGG of 11 layers by
(Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015).
INPUT IMAGE
CONV 3X3-16 (WITH RELU)
CONV 3X3-16 (WITH RELU)
MAX-POOLING 2X2
CONV 3X3-32 (WITH RELU)
CONV 3X3-32 (WITH RELU)
MAX-POOLING 2X2
CONV 3X3-64 (WITH RELU)
CONV 3X3-64 (WITH RELU)
CONV 3X3-64 (WITH RELU)
CONV 3X3-64 (WITH RELU)
MAX-POOLING 2X2
FULLY-CONNECTED 1024 (WITH RELU)
DROPOUT 0.5
FULLY-CONNECTED 1024 (WITH RELU)
DROPOUT 0.5
FULLY-CONNECTED #CLASSES
SOFT-MAX
Table 2. Architecture of the All-CNN-C by (Springenberg et al.,
2014).
INPUT IMAGE
DROPOUT 0.8
CONV 3X3-96 (WITH RELU)
CONV 3X3-96 (WITH RELU)
CONV 3X3-96 (WITH RELU) STRIDE R=2
DROPOUT 0.5
CONV 3X3-192 (WITH RELU)
CONV 3X3-192 (WITH RELU)
CONV 3X3-192 (WITH RELU) STRIDE R=2
DROPOUT 0.5
CONV 3X3-192 (WITH RELU)
CONV 1X1-192 (WITH RELU)
CONV 1X1-#CLASSES (WITH RELU)
GLOBAL AVERAGING OVER 6X6 SPATIAL DIMENSIONS
SOFT-MAX
in the scenario with less training images. In the cases where
we reduce the number of training samples, those ones that
are removed are included in the validation set, so it will not
be convenient to compare scores with different number of
training images. In the tables 3, 4 and 5 we resume the val-
idation accuracy of different configurations and we remark
in bold the scores that overcome the baseline and in red the
best choice among all.
In the case of theMNIST dataset, we used the VGGwith 11
layers as described in table 1. The mini-batch size was set
to 64, the learning rate 0.001 and the initialization of the pa-
rameters was 0.1 for the standard deviation of the weights
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(a) 60000 training images.
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(b) 50000 training images.
Figure 2. Validation accuracy per epoch in the MNIST dataset
with the VGG11b architecture. It is used a mini-batch of 64 sam-
ples and a dropout of 0.5. It is compared the percentages of sam-
ples repetition as detailed in the table 3.
and 0.0 for the biases. 200 epochs were enough for all the
scenarios to converge except for the one with 1000 training
samples that we used 500 epochs. The table 3 resumes the
validation accuracy for different number of training sam-
ples, from the original configuration, 60000 training im-
ages, until 1000. In addition, we wanted to check the be-
havior of our method without dropout, what we have called
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‘30000 DP1’ in the table, since we used 30000 training sam-
ples and set dropout to 1, that is the same as removing it in
tensorflow.
We can conclude from the table 3 that our model usually
overcomes the baseline, even when we do not use another
regularization mechanism as it is dropout. The unique con-
figuration where we could not say any advantage a priori
is the original configuration of the dataset, with 60000 im-
ages, where the best score belongs to the baseline. How-
ever, we will see in the figure 2(a) that it is not like that and
we can search for other interests in our method. Despite the
fact that we have only presented one configuration without
dropout because of the lack of time for completing more
simulations, we can state through not shown tests that we
can also obtain the same improvements in accuracy in other
scenarios without dropout. Finally, regarding this dataset,
the best model is the Variance-Reducer per Mini-Batch, al-
though the advantages are obtained with both.
On the one hand, figure 2(a) exposes another interest of our
method besides the improvement in the accuracy. That is
the faster convergence. In the figure we can differentiate in
blue the baseline curve that goes down the rest of the curves
(several configurations of our method in the scenario with
60000 training samples) in the first epochs, until the num-
ber 55 approximately. After that, the convergence of the
baseline follows a better score that the other ones. How-
ever, we could take use of this result to apply our method
just in the first stage of the training in a particular problem
so we can speed up the convergence.
On the other hand, figure 2(b) shows the accuracy evolu-
tion with 50000 training samples, where our method works
quite well, maintaining the baseline curve with the worst
score during almost the complete training of the algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the results for the experiments without
dropout. In this case it is more visible the differences be-
tween the convergence of the baseline and our proposal
methods. Precisely, the variance that each curve presents
during the training is lower, what allows us to see them
quite clear and distanced.
In the same way, we have trained the SVHN dataset with
the same network and configuration than the MNIST, but
with a batch size of 128 and a fix number of 500 epochs.
The results are collected in the table 4.
The accuracy improvements for the classification of the im-
ages in the SVHN dataset are not so good. Not many mod-
els between the ones that we propose obtain better score
than the baseline, except for the case with 10000 training
samples, where we overcome with until almost the 5% the
baseline score. When we use too few samples (5000 in the
table 4) and the final accuracy is not high enough, the pur-
pose of our method begins to lack of sense.
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Figure 3. Validation accuracy per epoch in the MNIST dataset
with the VGG11b architecture. It is used a mini-batch of 64 sam-
ples and a dropout of 1. It is compared the percentages of samples
repetition as detailed in the table 3.
Finally, the training of the CIFAR-10 dataset is studied with
the all-cnn from table 2. We employed a batch size of 128
samples and the adaptive learning rate with the initial value
of 0.01. The initialization of the parameters has been set to
a standard deviation of 0.05 for the weights and 0.0 for the
biases. In order to improve the baseline accuracy, we have
applied a preprocessing step to the images that consists on a
global contrast normalization and a ZCA whitening follow-
ing (Goodfellow et al., 2013). The accuracies are exposed
in the table 5.
With the study of this network, we can discover another pos-
sible advantage of our work in the configurations with less
training samples. In the table 5, when we decrease the num-
ber of training samples, our method works better and more
cases that overcome the baseline appear. Moreover, the dif-
ferences in the score between the baseline and the others
are higher, so it has more sense the use of our approachwith
important improvement on the accuracy. That is something
that happened in the SVHN dataset with 10000 images, but
this time in higher proportion with more than a 6% of in-
crease in the accuracy with 5000 training images. There-
fore, our method could be very useful when the number of
samples is not high enough.
Regarding the choice of the percentage of repetition in the
samples, we do not expose any evidence of trend that it may
follow according to the number of training samples or the
complexity of the network. Consequently, we should try
different alternatives to find the best hyper-parameter. We
just advise not to use very high percentages that would re-
move the sense of the method. Nevertheless, we found that
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Table 3. Validation accuracy on MNIST with the VGG11 based network.
MODELS
# TRAINING SAMPLES
60000 50000 40000 30000 20000 10000 1000 30000 DP1
BASELINE 99.760% 99.199% 99.046% 98.921% 98.626% 98.319% 93.934% 98.128%
VR-M-5 99.599% 99.432% 99.018% 99.044% 98.802% 98.181% 95.086% 97.899%
VR-M-10 99.619% 99.312% 99.099% 99.064% 98.722% 98.259% 93.727% 98.134%
VR-M-15 99.659% 99.299% 99.207% 99.030% 98.844% 98.416% 94.420% 98.217%
VR-M-20 99.659% 99.406% 99.123% 99.061% 98.940% 98.414% 93.411% 98.154%
PVR-M-10 99.579% 99.346% 99.203% 98.953% 98.809% 98.254% 94.638% 98.355%
PVR-M-20 99.619% 99.332% 99.139% 99.036% 98.722% 98.245% 94.258% 98.177%
PVR-M-30 99.700% 99.272% 99.163% 99.116% 98.829% 98.463% 93.616% 98.114%
PVR-M-40 99.599% 99.306% 99.187% 98.998% 98.800% 98.443% 94.272% 98.060%
VR-E-10 99.599% 99.232% 99.123% 98.855% 98.691% 98.248% 94.752% 98.140%
VR-E-20 99.679% 99.359% 99.111% 98.978% 98.637% 98.142% 94.291% 98.211%
PVR-E-20 99.639% 99.319% 99.099% 98.998% 98.729% 98.250% 92.989% 97.897%
PVR-E-40 99.679% 99.272% 99.091% 98.884% 98.717% 98.172% 93.905% 98.292%
Table 4. Validation accuracy on SVHN with the VGG11 based network.
MODELS
# TRAINING SAMPLES
73257 60000 30000 20000 10000 5000
BASELINE 92.064% 91.753% 90.069% 88.787% 80.938% 80.542%
VR-M-5 91.649% 91.501% 89.130% 86.933% 84.141% 74.807%
VR-M-10 90.602% 91.044% 88.258% 87.196% 80.813% 72.968%
VR-M-15 91.364% 90.597% 88.254% 85.713% 81.606% 65.123%
VR-M-20 90.144% 90.403% 87.701% 86.561% 83.300% 64.067%
PVR-M-10 92.372% 91.557% 89.474% 87.528% 83.941% 72.991%
PVR-M-20 91.918% 92.034% 89.542% 88.185% 85.252% 66.201%
PVR-M-30 92.438% 91.621% 89.497% 88.526% 83.444% 73.885%
PVR-M-40 93.003% 91.577% 89.688% 88.060% 85.246% 73.303%
VR-E-10 92.153% 91.590% 89.760% 88.559% 84.522% 78.712%
VR-E-20 92.330% 92.136% 90.098% 87.901% 81.424% 72.768%
PVR-E-20 91.687% 92.175% 89.613% 88.501% 85.311% 74.320%
PVR-E-40 92.403% 91.804% 89.200% 88.559% 84.168% 70.545%
the VR-M works better in dataset as MNIST and CIFAR-
10, while in the case of SVHN, with the worse contribution
of our method, VR-E appears to works better than the VR-
M.
The code to launch the simulations from this section is re-
leased on GitHub and will be revealed after the reviewing
process of the Conference in application.
5. Conclusions
In this work we have presented a novel idea for the selec-
tion of samples in the training of a deep learning model,
based in the variance reduction of the real risk. It consists
on the simple idea of repeating the samples with higher vari-
ance that are the ones with worse score in the cost function.
We propose several models and study their performance in
different architectures and datasets. We discuss the appari-
tion of ones advantages and others according to the stud-
ied problem. Between them, we show the improvement of
the accuracy in the classification, the faster rates of conver-
gence and a better training when the number of samples
is low. However, we do not expose any evidence for the
choice of the value in the percentage hyper-parameter, what
has to be tested in the problem to solve. Finally, we high-
light the use of our work without dropout, with greater dif-
ferences in the convergence accuracy and a more statistical
relevant increase of the score.
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Table 5. Validation accuracy on CIFAR-10 with the all-cnn.
MODELS
# TRAINING SAMPLES
50000 40000 30000 20000 10000 5000
BASELINE 88.131% 87.720% 85.457% 82.545% 76.328% 69.360%
VR-M-5 87.981% 87.380% 85.763% 83.246% 76.232% 69.262%
VR-M-10 88.041% 87.685% 85.266% 83.777% 77.434% 69.549%
VR-M-15 87.871% 87.565% 85.403% 82.562% 76.899% 76.520%
VR-M-20 88.061% 87.009% 85.677% 82.537% 76.825% 68.160%
PVR-M-10 88.331% 87.309% 85.991% 82.559% 76.400% 69.675%
PVR-M-20 88.131% 87.319% 85.153% 83.188% 77.742% 70.161%
PVR-M-30 87.971% 87.354% 84.372% 83.213% 77.220% 69.537%
PVR-M-40 88.021% 87.650% 84.696% 82.762% 77.003% 69.639%
VR-E-10 88.021% 87.019% 85.410% 82.933% 76.117% 69.318%
VR-E-20 87.720% 87.405% 85.577% 82.802% 76.446% 69.169%
PVR-E-20 87.971% 86.899% 85.557% 83.108% 75.663% 69.668%
PVR-E-40 87.821% 86.859% 85.123% 82.379% 76.512% 69.974%
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